CALIBRE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (ACT) Pty Ltd
TIE BOOK
18-000336/CA/HO
STRATHNAIRN
STAGE 2A2

LEGEND
ARROW INDICATES TIE DISTANCE AS MEASURED FROM RELEVANT BOUNDARY.

- SEWER TIE.
- STORMWATER TIE.
- POTABLE WATER TIE.

WORKS AS EXECUTED INFORMATION PROVIDED BY
HUON CONTRACTORS PTY LTD
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12/11/2020

18-000336-TB_2A2_WAE_NBN
CONNECT TO EXISTING NBN BY NBNCo AT CONTRACTOR EXPENSE
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SECTION 50 BLOCKS 29-33

PIT-001
PIT-003
P100
PIT-010
PIT-015
PIT-016

PAGLIANO ST

CASTAGNA ST

STRATHNAIRN - STAGE 2A2
WORKS AS EXECUTED INFORMATION PROVIDED BY HUON CONTRACTORS PTY LTD

SECTION 54 BLOCKS 6-8

STRATHNAIRN - STAGE 2A2